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Abstract  

Al2O3 is critical in its utilization to create aluminum metal, as a rough attributable to its hardness, 

and as a headstrong material inferable from its high liquefying point.The vast majority know 

about corundum; be that as it may, not many individuals know it by its mineral name - rather they 

know it by the names "ruby" and "sapphire."The temperature limit C is characterized as the 

amount of vitality (heat) that must be brought into some mass of material to build its temperature 

by 1 K.Thermal expansion rate of different minerals at started from 0 to 1.4 rate of 

thermal expansion where the minerals shown in fig. 1 the value of thermal expansion of 

Alumina A-470 lies on 0.6 percentages rate of thermal expansion at 800 

temperature.Fine–grained alumina (1 to 2P) exhibited considerable yielding and 

nonlinear load–deflection behavior at 1000°C and above. At 150O°C, the 1- to 2-μ 

specimens bent to the limit of the apparatus without fracturing (approximately 7% outer-

fiber strain).Grid commitment to the temperature conductivity Considering the vitality 

change C∆T of a molecule going over an e a free way pH between two temperatures T 

and T+∆T, the phonon commitment to the temperature conductivity is given by kph. 

 

Key Words- Al2O3,ruby and sapphire temperature conductivity, temperature variations; 

high heat resistance 

 

Introduction 

Aluminum oxide is a synthetic compound of aluminum and oxygen with the concoction 

equation Al2O3, It is a standout amongst the most usually happening of a few aluminum 
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oxides, and explicitly dentified as aluminum (III) oxide. It is regularly called alumina, 

and may likewise be called aloxide, aloxite, or corundum relying upon specific molecules 

or applications. It regularly happens in its crystalline polymorphic stage α-Al2O3, in 

which it involves the mineral corundum, assortments of which structure the valuable 

pearls rubyand sapphire. Al2O3 is critical in its utilization to create aluminum metal, as a 

rough attributable to its hardness, and as a headstrong material inferable from its high 

liquefying point [2]. Al2O3 is an electrical separator however has moderately high 

temperature conductivity (30Wm−1K−1) for a clay material. Aluminum oxide is 

insoluble in water. In its most ordinarily happening crystalline structure, called corundum 

or α-aluminum oxide, its hardness makes it appropriate or use as a rough and as a 

segment in cutting devices. Being decently synthetically inactive and white, aluminum 

oxide is favored filler for elastics. Aluminum oxide is a typical fixing in sunscreen and is 

in some cases present in beautifying agents, for example, become flushed, lipstick, and 

nail clean Corundum is a stone framing mineral that is found in volcanic, transformative, 

and sedimentary rocks. It is an aluminum oxide with a substance creation of Al2O3 and a 

hexagonal gem structure appeared table 1.  

The vast majority know about corundum; be that as it may, not many individuals know it 

by its mineral name - rather they know it by the names "ruby" and "sapphire." A 

gemstone-quality example of corundum with a dark red shading is known as a "ruby." 

Gemstone-quality corundum with a blue shading is known as a "sapphire." Colorless 

corundum is known as "white sapphire." Corundum of some other shading is known as 

"extravagant sapphire." Transport wonders properties in issue for example temperature or 

electrical properties), one can allude to any course book on strong state material science 

[3-4]. Attraction or superconducting states additionally influence material properties. The 

peruser is urged to allude to devoted addresses (which are too explicit to even consider 

being exhibited here) at the CERN Accelerator School. References on information 

concerning materials utilized in cryogenics are given in Ref. [5].  

The temperature (and electrical) properties of any material are identified with the 

vibrations of its particles around their harmony positions (in a grid precious stone). The 

abundance of these vibrations relies upon temperature and reduces as the temperature 
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diminishes. Note that these vibrations may proliferate inside the material at the speed of 

sound, and are examined as plane waves, with which phonons are related. Temperature 

properties likewise rely upon the developments of negative charges (electrons) and 

positive charges (opening) if the material is a conductor.  

The temperature limit C is characterized as the amount of vitality (heat) that must be 

brought into some mass of material to build its temperature by 1 K. Reversibly, it is the 

amount of vitality separated from this mass of material to diminish its temperature by 1 

K. The unit of this broad amount is J/K−1. The serious property is given by the particular 

temperature , which is the temperature limit or temperature limit per unit of mass 

(J/kg−1/K−1) or the molar temperature limit (J/mol−1/K−1). The temperature limit of a 

material is along these lines its capacity to store or discharge heat vitality. It is a 

significant property in chill off or temperature-up procedures utilized in the estimation of 

the vitality (and cost) included, and in the evaluation of the transient conditions of the 

temperature move as it identifies with the temperature diffusivity. As the temperature will 

in general zero, so does the temperature limit. Corundum is an astoundingly hard and 

intense material. It is the third-hardest mineral, after jewel and moissanite. It fills in as the 

file mineral for a hardness of nine on the Mohs Hardness Scale. Its hardness, high explicit 

gravity, hexagonal precious stones and separating are awesome indicative properties to 

use in its recognizable proof. A rundown of the physical properties of corundum is given 

in the table 1. 

Table 1   Physical properties of corundum (Oxide) 

Chemical Classification Oxide 
Color Typically gray to brown. Colorless when pure, but trace amounts of various metals 

produce almost any color. Chromium produces red (ruby) and combinations of iron and 
titanium produce blue (sapphire). 

Streak Colorless (harder than the streak plate) 
Luster Adamantine to vitreous 

Diaphaneity Transparent to translucent 
Cleavage None. Corundum does display parting perpendicular to the c-axis. 
Mohs Hardness 9 

Specific Gravity 3.9 to 4.1 (very high for a nonmetallic mineral) 
Diagnostic Properties Hardness, high specific gravity, hexagonal crystals sometimes tapering to a pyramid, 

parting, luster, conchoidal fracture 

Chemical Composition Al2O3 
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Crystal System Hexagonal

Uses Historically used as an abrasive. Specimens with pleasing color
gemstone use.

 

 

Thermal Properties 

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal expansion rate of different 

started from 0 to 1.4 rate of thermal expansion where the minerals shown in fig. 1 the 

value of thermal expansion of Alumina A

expansion at 800 temperature.  Al2O3 is an electrical insulator but has a

thermal conductivity (30 Wm

insoluble in water. In its most commonly occurring crystalline form, called corundum or 

α-aluminium oxide, its hardness makes it suitable for use as an abrasive a

component in cutting tools. [6]

Figure 1

 

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal conductivity of materials have been 

shown in (fig. 1.) that electrical insulator but has a relatively high thermal conductivity 

Hexagonal 

Historically used as an abrasive. Specimens with pleasing colors have a long history of 
gemstone use. 

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal expansion rate of different 

started from 0 to 1.4 rate of thermal expansion where the minerals shown in fig. 1 the 

value of thermal expansion of Alumina A-470 lies on 0.6 percentages rate of thermal 

expansion at 800 temperature.  Al2O3 is an electrical insulator but has a

thermal conductivity (30 Wm−1K−1) for a ceramic material. Aluminium oxide is 

insoluble in water. In its most commonly occurring crystalline form, called corundum or 

aluminium oxide, its hardness makes it suitable for use as an abrasive a

component in cutting tools. [6] 

Figure 1. Thermal Expansion of minerals  

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal conductivity of materials have been 

(fig. 1.) that electrical insulator but has a relatively high thermal conductivity 

s have a long history of 

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal expansion rate of different minerals at 

started from 0 to 1.4 rate of thermal expansion where the minerals shown in fig. 1 the 

470 lies on 0.6 percentages rate of thermal 

expansion at 800 temperature.  Al2O3 is an electrical insulator but has a relatively high 

−1K−1) for a ceramic material. Aluminium oxide is 

insoluble in water. In its most commonly occurring crystalline form, called corundum or 

aluminium oxide, its hardness makes it suitable for use as an abrasive and as a 

 

The values are typical material properties and may vary according to products 

configuration and manufacturing process. Thermal conductivity of materials have been 

(fig. 1.) that electrical insulator but has a relatively high thermal conductivity 
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(cal•cm- cm2 • sec• 0C) lies the Alumina A-479 at 0.02 and the thermal conductivity as 

(30 Wm−1K−1)  lies on the value between  20 to 30 that is 25 GPa on more than 1000 0C 

temperature values are shown in Table 2.  The variation shown in the fig. 2 describes the 

variation of all other minerals high and the value is almost more than temperature 800 0C  

At a given temperature the effect of stress variation is larger than what is anticipated from 

the modification of the thermodynamic driving force for reaction due to the storage of 

elastic strain energy in the reactant phases. Al2O3 subsystems at temperatures ranging 

from 1150 to 1350 °C imposing vertical stresses of 1.2 to 29 MPa at ambient pressure 

and under a constant flow of dry argon. Single crystals of synthetic and natural quartz and 

forsterite, synthetic periclase and synthetic corundum polycrystals are used as starting 

materials.  the different standards MPaor N/mm2, Kgf/mm2, Kgf/cm2 and 103lb/in2 (Kpsi) 

and the value lies between 1 to 9.807 X 10-2 shown in Table 3 

Table 2. Thermal conductivity 

W/m· k Kcal/m·h·C Cal/cm·sec· 0C 
1 8086 2.39 X 10-3 
1.163 1 2.78 X 10-3 
418.7 360 1 

 

Table 3. Stress value for different minerals 

MPa or N/mm2 Kgf/mm2 Kgf/cm2 103lb/in2 (Kpsi) 
1 1.0197 X 10-1 1.0197 X 10 0.145 
9.807 1 1X 10-2 1.422 
9.807X10-2 1X 10-2 1 1.422 X 10-2 
6.895 0.703 70.3 1 
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Figure 2. 

 

 

Elastic Properties   

The elastic modulus and transverse bend strength of pure, dense alumina specimens were 

determined as a function of grain size (1 to 250μ) and temperature (30° 

4.showed the value of G, E and K. 

grain size over the temperature range covered. The transverse bend strength for fine

grain–sized alumina was substantially greater than that for larger

over the entire temperature range, although, at the highest temperatures, the rate of 

decrease of strength with temperature was greatest for the he

grained alumina (1 to 2P) exhibited considerable yielding and nonlinear load

behavior at 1000°C and above. At 150O°C, the 1

the apparatus without fracturing (approximately 7% outer
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Figure 2.  Thermal Conductivity of Minerals 

The elastic modulus and transverse bend strength of pure, dense alumina specimens were 

determined as a function of grain size (1 to 250μ) and temperature (30° to 1500°C) Table 

.showed the value of G, E and K.  The elastic modulus was essentially independent of 

grain size over the temperature range covered. The transverse bend strength for fine

sized alumina was substantially greater than that for larger–grain

over the entire temperature range, although, at the highest temperatures, the rate of 

decrease of strength with temperature was greatest for the he–grained material. Fine

grained alumina (1 to 2P) exhibited considerable yielding and nonlinear load

behavior at 1000°C and above. At 150O°C, the 1- to 2-μ specimens bent to the limit of 

the apparatus without fracturing (approximately 7% outer-fiber strain). 

Table 4.  Elastic modulation (GPa) 

E K 

358.0 234.5 

170.3 238.7 

153.1 151.1 

83.0 48.9 

 

The elastic modulus and transverse bend strength of pure, dense alumina specimens were 

to 1500°C) Table 

The elastic modulus was essentially independent of 

grain size over the temperature range covered. The transverse bend strength for fine–

grain–sized alumina 

over the entire temperature range, although, at the highest temperatures, the rate of 

grained material. Fine–

grained alumina (1 to 2P) exhibited considerable yielding and nonlinear load–deflection 

μ specimens bent to the limit of 
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High heat resistance and high thermal conductivity variations 

Temperature conductivity is significant in material science, inquire about, gadgets, 

building protection and related fields, particularly where high working temperatures are 

accomplished. A few materials are appeared in the rundown of temperature 

conductivities. These ought to be viewed as rough because of the vulnerabilities 

identified with material definitions. High vitality age rates inside gadgets or turbines 

require the utilization of materials with high temperature conductivity, for example, 

aluminum, and silver. Then again, materials with low temperature conductance, for 

example, polystyrene and alumina, are utilized in structure development or in heaters 

with an end goal to moderate the progression of temperature, for example for protection 

purposes. The temperature (and electrical) properties of any material are identified with 

the vibrations of its molecules around their harmony positions (in a grid precious stone). 

Theabundance of these vibrations relies upon temperature and reduces as the temperature 

diminishes that these vibrations may spread inside the material at the speed of sound, and 

are contemplated as plane waves, with which phonons are related. Temperature 

properties likewise rely upon the developments of negative charges (electrons) and 

positive charges (opportunities) on the off chance that he material is a conductor. 

Temperature limit C is characterized as the amount of vitality (heat) that must be brought 

into some mass of material to expand its temperature T by 1 K. [7] 

 

Figure 3.Cph/ (3) R as a function of T/θD; solid black curve and black axis for T/θD∈ 

[0;2.5] dashed grey curve and grey axis for Cph/ (3) R∈ [0;0.01] 
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Reversibly, it is the amount of vitality removed from this mass of material to diminish its 

temperature by 1K. The unit of this broad amount is J•mol. K−1. The escalated property 

is given by the particular temperature c, which is the temperature limit or temperature 

limit per unit of ass J•kg−1•K−1) or the molar temperature limit (J•mol−1•K−1).[10] The 

temperature limit of a material is in this way its capacity to store or discharge heat 

vitality. It is a significant property in chill off or temperature-up procedures utilized in the 

estimation of the vitality and cost) included, and in the evaluation of the transient 

conditions of the temperature move as it identifies with the temperature diffusivity .As 

the temperature will in general zero, so does the temperature limit. Temperature can be 

provided at consistent volume V or steady weight, characterizing two temperature limits 

to such an extent that: 

 

Where, S is the entropy, U is the inside vitality, and H is the enthalpy (all having units of 

joules, J). For a framework containing the relationship of a few homogenous materials 

each having a condition for solids at low temperatures[8]

 

the distinction CvCp−is insignificant (under 1%), and therefore no qualification will be 

made in the accompanying among CV and Cp. Precious stone cross section commitment 

Considering the entirety of the energies of the phonon modes, the febye model empowers 

the declaration of the complete vitality of the gem grid as an element of the Debye 

temperature θD. [9] 

 

 

With, 
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Where, kB= 1.38.10-23 J.K-1 is the Boltzmann constant, = 1.055⋅10−34⋅J ·s is the reduced 

Planck constant, the speed of sound in the material, N/Vis the number of atoms and 

theirvolumeof material, and D3is called the ‘third Debye function’. The temperature gives 

the crystal lattice contribution to the molar heat capacity Cph. 

 

It follows that, for any material, the ratio Cph/ (3) Rcan be plotted as a unique function of 

θD/T, as shown in Fig. 3. As increases, Cph/ (3) Rtends to 1 (see the black solid curve of 

Fig. 3) and thus Cph→3R. ForθD<<T, the limit of Cphcan be found to be D(T /θD) 3 12π4 / 

5, showing a cubic dependence of the lattice heat capacitywith respect to the temperature. 

The thermal conductivity k(unit W·m−1·K−1) relates to the facility with which heat can 

diffuse into a material. Fourier’s law yields the quantity of heat diffusing through a unit 

surface during a unit oftime with, 

 

in a material subjected to a temperature gradient: q  As an example, we can consider the 

linear (one-dimensional) support of Fig.4, withlength L, cross-section A, and with its 

ends at temperatures THand TC  Applying Fourier’s equation, writing H and CQHC=AqHC, 

which is a constant along the linear support (conservation of energy).[10] 

 

 

In this manner, if k is steady, the amount of eat per time unit diffusing inside the help is 

given by QHC=Aq(TH-TC)/L (unit W),which is a positive amount as the temperature 

diffuses along the positive x-bearing from the higher to the lower temperature. The 

subsequent temperature profile T(x) is direct. In any case, the temperature conductivity 
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relies upon temperature, particularly in the cryogenic area, prompting non-direct profiles 

(see Fig. 4). Basically, heat is transported in solids by electrons and phonons, and the 

temperature conductivity is viewed as the aggregate of the two commitments. Grid 

commitment to the temperature conductivity Considering the vitality change C∆T of a 

molecule going over an e a free way pH between two temperatures T and T+∆T, the 

phonon commitment to the temperature conductivity is given by kph .[10] 

 

 

Figure.4.  Conduction within a linear support: considered problem (left) and 

possible temperature solutions depending on the thermal conductivity k (right). 

 

 

Where, Vmis the density (mass per unit volume) of the material. The mean free path 

phof a phonon depends on (i) the Umklapp collisions with other phonons, giving to lpha 

variationwhich is proportional to e(½ θD/T)at low temperaturetending to a constant as 

T<<θD and (ii) the geometrical defaults and the crystal size limitingthe mean free path to 

a length constant.Thus, for T<θD, phsproportional to Cphand is hence a cubic function of  

Thethermal conductivities of different materials are plotted in Fig. 5.  
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Fig5. Thermal conductivity k of various materials compiled from Ref. [9]. Metals 

are lotted with solid lines, metallic alloys with dot-dashed lines, and thermal 

insulators with dotted lines. Two gases are plotted with dashed lines. 

Temperature conductivity of metals for unadulterated metals, the electronic commitment 

commands for any temperature: ke>>kph. At exceptionally low temperatures, k is 

relative to temperature. As T builds, the temperature conductivity is influenced by 

pollutions included inside the material. In this manner, as an element of temperature, k 

has a most extreme relying upon the immaculateness of the metal : the higher the virtue 

of the metal, the bigger this greatest is, and the lower the temperature of this greatest. Fig 

6 Plots the temperature conductivities of coppers with various purities. The virtue of the 

coppers is shown by the Residual Resistive Ratio: for standard coppers, 5 < RRR < 150; 

for Oxygen-Free High temperature Conductivity (OFHC) coppers, 100 <RRR <200; for 

extremely unadulterated coppers, 200 <RRR <5000.For non-unadulterated metals or 

metallic compounds, the phonon commitment might be practically identical it the 

electronic commitment: the temperature conductivity is consequently a dull capacity of 

temperature that is generally straight at low temperature.[11-15].  

Temperature conductivity of temperature separators For solidified temperature encasing 

the electronic commitment is a lot littler than that of the grid commitment. Accordingly, 

their temperature conductivity is a component of T3. Temperature conductivity of super 

channels if T<TC (typical express), the temperature conductivity k of superconductors 

acts with respect to metals. On the off chance that T<TC (Meissner state), k is an element 

of T3 and is a lot littler than that of the typical state. This unexpected change in 

temperature conductivity is utilized to encompass temperature interrupters. (Fig 6.) 
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Figure. 6. Thermal conductivity kcuof coppers having different purities, indicated by 

the RRR. Data were compiled from Ref. [5]. The thermal conductivities of purer 

coppers re plotted with darker solid lines, where as those of less pure coppers are 

plotted with lighter dotted lines. [14] 

In 1837, Marc Antoine Gaudin made the main engineered rubies by intertwining alumina 

at a high temperature with a limited quantity of chromium as a pigment.[16] In 1847, 

Ebelmen made white manufactured sapphires by combining alumina in boric corrosive. 

In 1877 Frenic and Freil made gem corundum from which little stones could be cut. 

Frimy and AugusteVerneuil made fake ruby by intertwining BaF2 and Al2O3 s with a 

little chromium at temperatures over 2,000 °C (3,632 °F). In 1903, Verneuil reported he 

could create manufactured rubies on a business scale utilizing this fire combination 

process for corundum. [17]  

The Verneuil procedure permits the creation of immaculate single-gem sapphires, rubies 

and other corundum jewels of a lot bigger size than ordinarily found in nature. It is 

additionally conceivable to develop pearl quality engineered corundum by transition 

development and aqueous combination. As a result of the effortlessness of the techniques 

associated with corundum union, enormous amounts of these precious stones have turned 

out to be accessible available causing a critical decrease of cost as of late. Aside from 

elaborate uses, engineered corundum is likewise used to deliver mechanical parts (tubes, 

poles, direction, and other machined parts), scratch-safe optics, scratch-safe watch gems, 

instrument windows for satellites and shuttle (in light of its straightforwardness in the 

bright to infrared range), and laser components.The oxygen particles structure an almost 
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hexagonal close-stuffed structure with the aluminum particles filling 66% of the 

octahedral interstices. Each Al3+ focus is octahedr

corundum embraces a trigonalBravais cross section with a space gathering of R

(number 167 in the International Tables). The crude cell contains two recipe units of 

aluminum oxide.  

The weight subordinates of the isothe

weights are significant for high

primary weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass modulus KT,P' is a parameter that is 

vital for the exact reversal of the sei

surface of the earth, just as for deciding the 

and the isothermal observational condition of condition of materials in the profound 

earth.[19] Since the variety of numerous full scale properties of solids with temperature 

and weight is firmly identified with KT,P' at 

thermodynamic properties at high temperatures and high weights. The molar volume of 

the corundum at room temperature (cm3/mpl) height of the corundum in regard to the 

volume V0=25.5734 cm3/mol and the KT0 and K'T

Figure 7 demonstrates the anticipated first weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass 

modulus of corundum versus weight along the isotherms of 25.5 utilizing the semi 

symphonious debye model.

Figure. 7 Molar 

stuffed structure with the aluminum particles filling 66% of the 

octahedral interstices. Each Al3+ focus is octahedral. Regarding its crystallography, 

corundum embraces a trigonalBravais cross section with a space gathering of R

(number 167 in the International Tables). The crude cell contains two recipe units of 

The weight subordinates of the isothermal mass modulus at given temperatures and 

weights are significant for high-weight considers. From a geophysical perspective, the 

primary weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass modulus KT,P' is a parameter that is 

vital for the exact reversal of the seismic information into organization, structure, and 

surface of the earth, just as for deciding the temperature profile of the profound earth[18] 

and the isothermal observational condition of condition of materials in the profound 

earth.[19] Since the variety of numerous full scale properties of solids with temperature 

and weight is firmly identified with KT,P' at that point KT,P' is urgent for figuring the 

thermodynamic properties at high temperatures and high weights. The molar volume of 

the corundum at room temperature (cm3/mpl) height of the corundum in regard to the 

volume V0=25.5734 cm3/mol and the KT0 and K'T is 278.85 GPa and 3.81 individually. 

demonstrates the anticipated first weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass 

modulus of corundum versus weight along the isotherms of 25.5 utilizing the semi 

ebye model. 

Molar volumes vs. pressure at room temperature

stuffed structure with the aluminum particles filling 66% of the 

al. Regarding its crystallography, 

corundum embraces a trigonalBravais cross section with a space gathering of R-3c 

(number 167 in the International Tables). The crude cell contains two recipe units of 

rmal mass modulus at given temperatures and 

weight considers. From a geophysical perspective, the 

primary weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass modulus KT,P' is a parameter that is 

smic information into organization, structure, and 

profile of the profound earth[18] 

and the isothermal observational condition of condition of materials in the profound 

earth.[19] Since the variety of numerous full scale properties of solids with temperature 

that point KT,P' is urgent for figuring the 

thermodynamic properties at high temperatures and high weights. The molar volume of 

the corundum at room temperature (cm3/mpl) height of the corundum in regard to the 

is 278.85 GPa and 3.81 individually. 

demonstrates the anticipated first weight subsidiary of the isothermal mass 

modulus of corundum versus weight along the isotherms of 25.5 utilizing the semi 

 

s. pressure at room temperature 
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Conclusion  

 

Aluminum oxide additionally exists in different stages, including the cubic γ and η stages, 

the monoclinic θ stage, the hexagonal χ stage, the orthorhombic κ stage and the δ stage 

that can be tetragonal or orthorhombic. Every ha a novel precious stone structure and 

properties. Liquid aluminum oxide close to the liquefying temperature is approximately 

2/3 tetrahedral (for example 2/3 of the Al are encompassed by 4 oxygen neighbors), and 

1/3 5-composed, next to no (<5%) octahedral Al-O is present.[19] Around 80% of the 

oxygen iotas are shared among at least three Al-O polyhedra, and most of between 

polyhedral associations are corner-sharing, with the rest of the 10–20% being edge-

sharing. The breakdown of octahedra after softening is joined by a moderately huge 

volume increment (~20%), the thickness of the fluid near its dissolving point is 2.93 

g/cm3.[20] 
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